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The designs, instructions and patterns are only intended for personal
use by sewing hobbyists. All commercial or industrial use is prohibited.
The designs, instructions, patterns, drawings and photos are protected
by copyright laws and the right of reproducing them by any means or
in any form is exclusively reserved for the copyright holder. The
transferring of the material to a device that can be used for copying
it is also regarded as reproduction. All rights reserved.

CUTTING
Cut hairband pieces from single jersey as indicated on list of
pattern pieces, placing center-back of pattern on fabric fold and
adding 7 mm seam allowances to other edges.

SEWING
Construction techniques: Stitch seams with serger or with
overedge stretch stitch on regular sewing machine.
Band: Fold band piece in half lengthwise, right sides together,
and stitch its long edges together. Turn band right side out and
steam it flat, placing seam along the middle of band (seam will be
on the inside of finished hairband). Insert one end of band into
the other end to form a circle and stitch ends together with zigzag
stitch (there is no need to turn raw edge under). Fold a pleat
along band across zigzagged seam and machine-baste it in position.
Bow: Fold bow piece in half lengthwise, right sides together, and
stitch edges together, leaving small opening for turning in the

middle of seam. Turn bow piece right side out and close opening
for turning by hand-stitching. Pin bow piece on the inside of band
over zigzagged seam, placing it straight across the band. Stitch
bow piece to band, then wrap its ends to the outside of band and
tie them in a knot.

HAIRBAND
head circumference 40-42-44-46-48-50-52-54 cm

MATERIALS
- 10…15 cm GOTS-certified organic-
  cotton single jersey (CO/EL), width
  160 cm, weight 210 g/m2, stretch/
  recovery 20%

PATTERN PIECES       cut

1 band 1
2 bow 1
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langansuunta/taite
recht-van-draad/vouw
Fadenlauf/Stoffbruch
grain/fold
trådriktning/vikning
droit fil/pliure
hilo/doblez
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TARKISTUSRUUTU
CONTROLE VIERKANTJE
TESTQUADRAT
TEST SQUARE
KONTROLLRUTA
CUADRADO DE CONTROL
CARRÉ DE CONTRÔLE

5 cm x 5 cm

HAIRBAND
head circumference 40-42-44-46-48-50-52-54 cm

PATTERN PIECES       cut

1 band 1
2 bow 1


